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IS IT A LEVEL PLAYING FIELD?
Our own emotional upbringing moulds
our desires and propensity to earning
money, accumulating money, and
loosing money. Our parents are the
main contributors to the assembling of
these emotions within each of us.
However, we have enormous outside
influences to contend with. Apart from
the environment that we each are in, we
have to contend with governmental
aspirations and their capabilities, which
are often questionable.
We gather around each of us, people
with matching and complementary emotions, desires and aspirations. This can help us with our personal
goals as to money, and it can also prevent us from achieving these goals.
Where the playing field becomes very much against us is in regards to the structure of the spirit world.
As in the physical world, within the spirit world, those who accumulated great wealth here on Earth
continue to influence those of their kinship, family and people with matching emotions, to continue
accumulating and not sharing. The spirit people factor is enormous. They have the skills, the passions,
the driving desire to pursue their earthly goals and they are in enormous numbers.
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You may find the following information quite confronting. If so that’s fine, simply feel into these
emotions. Then keep reading because a little way into this doc you will discover some amazing
truths and although there isn’t a simple “bridge” between the ‘dark’ info and the more uplifting
‘light’ info ultimately both are equally important.
Dominant Families in the Banking and Business World:
The Morgan interests took advantage to precipitate the Panic of 1907 (mass bank withdrawals because
of rumours apparently spread by Morgan) guiding it shrewdly as it progressed." – Fredrik Allen, Life
Magazine
This was the spark needed for the International Bankers to initiate a plan to develop a Central Bank.
1910 – Secret Jekyll Island meeting at J.P. Morgan estate. Central Banking Bill called the "Federal
Reserve Act." The legislation was written by 'Bankers' and not lawmakers. After bill was constructed it
was handed over to the Intl Bankers political "front man" Senator Nelson Aldrich to push through
Congress. Sen. Aldrich had intimate ties with the Intl Banking cartels and later became a part of the
Rockefeller family through marriage.
The six men who attended the secret meeting on Jekyll
Island, where the Federal Reserve System was conceived,
represented an estimated one-fourth of the total wealth of
the entire world. They were:
1. Nelson W Aldrich, Republican “whip” in the Senate,
Chairman of the National Monetary Commission,
father-in-law to John D Rockefeller, Jr.,
2. Henry P Davison, Sr. Partner of JP Morgan Company,
3. A Platt Andrew, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury,
4. Frank A Vanderlip, President of the National City
Bank, New York, representing William Rockefeller,
5. Benjamin Strong, head of JP Morgan’s Bankers Trust
Company, later to become head of the System,
6. Paul M Warburg, a partner in Kuhn, Loeb & Company, representing the Rothschilds and Warburgs
in Europe.
The "Federal Reserve" is not a government institution but a private central bank owned by a handful of
major banks and bond dealers. As such, it is a cartel owned, controlled, and essentially for-profit driven,
not by the people of the United States but, instead, by the banking industry's ruling elite. This oligarchic
setup generates the most costly, debt-based, money system and greatest conflicts of interest in the
history of the world. It is a system clearly at odds with the intent of the founders of the United States of
America.
http://www.publiccentralbank.com/
Indirectly or directly, it is difficult to determine who owns many of the world’s central banks.
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WHO CONTROLS the WORLD’S MONEY?

http://www.nogw.com/download/2006_13_families_central_banks..pdf
Who actually controls the US Federal Reserve? Who are the stockholders of this private corporation?
In a legislative session regarding abolishing the Fed, the following eight family banks were named as the
owners of the Federal Reserve:
Rothschild
Lazares Brothers
Israel Moses Seif
Warburg
Lehman Brothers
Chase Manhattan
Kuhn, Loeb
Goldman, Sachs
HOW THE FED CREATES MONEY

Banks of London and Berlin
Banks of Paris
Bank of Italy
Bank of Hamburg and Amsterdam
Bank of New York
Bank of New York
Bank of New York
Bank of New York.
http://www.xat.org/xat/worldbank.html

We've been talking about how the privately owned Federal Reserve can produce money from thin air.
Here's how it's done.
1. The purchase of bonds is approved by the Federal Open Market Committee.
2. The Fed buys the bonds which it pays for with electronic credits made to the sellers’ bank. These
credits are based on nothing.
3. The receiving banks then use these credits as reserves from which they can loan out ten times the
amount.
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To reduce the amount of money in the economy they simply reverse the process.
The Fed sells bonds to the public and money is drawn from the purchaser’s bank to pay for them.
Each million withdrawn lowers the banks ability to loan by 10 million.
In this way the Federal bank has overall control of the US money supply, as does each country's central
bank. The bankers, through the magic of fractional reserve banking, have been delegated the right to
create 90% of the money supply. This control makes a mockery of any elected government. It places so
called leaders behind a toy steering wheel, like the plastic ones, set up to amuse small children.
FORT KNOX
In 1933 new President Franklin D. Roosevelt signed a bill forcing all the American people to hand over
all their gold (with the exception of rare coins) at base rate. He disowned himself from the bill claiming
he had not read it and his secretary of the treasury claimed this was "what the experts wanted".
Bought at bargain basement price with money produced from nothing by the Federal Reserve, the gold
was melted down and stacked in the newly built bullion depository called Fort Knox. Once collected in
1935 the price of gold was raised from US$20.66 up to US$35 per ounce, but only non American gold
qualified to be sold. This meant those who had avoided the crash by investing in gold they had shipped
to London could now nearly double their money while the rest of America starved.
But that's not all folks. By the end of WWII Fort Knox did hold 70% of the world's gold, but over the
years it was sold off to the European money changers while a public audit of Fort Knox reserves was
repeatedly denied.
THE WORLD CENTRAL BANK (1948 – Present)
In Washington, the headquarters of both the World Bank and the IMF (International Monetary Fund)
face each other on the same street. What are these organisations, and who controls them?
To find out we need to look back to just after WWI. At this point the money changers were attempting
to consolidate the central banks under the guise of peacemaking. To stop future wars they put forward
the formation of a world central bank named the Bank of International Settlements, a world court called
the World Court in The Hague, and a world executive for legislation called the League of Nations.
Carroll Quigley, Professor, Georgetown University, in his 1966 book entitled Tragedy and Hope,
president Clinton's mentor Carroll Quigley writes about this.
"The powers of financial capitalism had [a] far-reaching [plan], nothing less than to create a world
system of financial control in private hands able to dominate the political system of each country and the
economy of the world as a whole.
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This system was to be controlled in a feudalist fashion by the central banks of the world acting in
concert, by secret agreements arrived at in frequent meetings and conferences.
The apex of the system was to be the Bank for International Settlements in Basel, Switzerland, a private
bank owned and controlled by the world's central banks which were themselves private corporations.
Each central bank sought to dominate its government by its ability to control treasury loans, to
manipulate foreign exchanges, to influence the level of economic activity in the country, and to
influence cooperative politicians by subsequent economic rewards in the business world."
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Bank of England wants to print more money
http://www.infiniteunknown.net/2009/02/18/bank-of-england-wants-to-print-more-money/
Quantitative easing = Increasing the money supply (by creating money out of thin air) = Inflation
= Stealing
Inflation is a hidden tax:
“By a continuing process of inflation, governments can confiscate, secretly and unobserved, an
important part of the wealth of their citizens. There is no subtler, no surer means of overturning the
existing basis of society than to debauch the currency. The process engages all the hidden forces of
economic law on the side of destruction, and does it in a manner which not one man in a million is able
to diagnose.”
- John Maynard Keynes
“In the absence of the gold standard, there is no way to protect savings from confiscation through
inflation. … This is the shabby secret of the welfare statists’ tirades against gold. Deficit spending is
simply a scheme for the confiscation of wealth. Gold stands in the way of this insidious process. It
stands as a protector of property rights. If one grasps this, one has no difficulty in understanding the
statists’ antagonism toward the gold standard.”
- Alan Greenspan
“I care not what puppet is placed on the throne of England to rule the Empire, … The man that controls
Britain’s money supply controls the British Empire. And I control the money supply.”
- Baron Nathan Mayer Rothschild
“Give me control of a nation’s money and I care not who makes the laws.”
- Mayer Amschel Rothschild
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G7 Banana Republics ON the Road to ZIMBABWE!

Monday, February 14, 2011
http://www.futuresbuzz.com/tedbits.pdf

The global financial cataclysm is mushrooming with every stroke of the keyboard at a central bank, with
the issuance of new debt to cover old debt, and with the illusion of creating money out of thin air. It is
all debt, nothing else, with no final settlement…. EVER. You exchange the money you work for and
save and buy a government bond; they print the money to pay you back and PRETEND you have been
paid. The situation is just as Von Mises outlined:
There is no means of avoiding the final collapse of a boom brought about by credit expansion. The
alternative is only whether the crisis should come sooner as a result of a voluntary abandonment of
further credit expansion, or later as a final and total catastrophe of the currency system involved” Ludwig Von Mises
The LEADERS of the developed world have chosen the latter route. This is a currency and financialsystem extinction event, make no mistake. Only the zigs and zags on the path to that destination are
UNKNOWN. We’re seeing the most powerful forces on the planet aligned against each other: King
Kong (Mother Nature and Darwin) versus Godzilla (public servants, banksters, elites and crony
capitalists).
The G7 economies are AFLOAT on a sea of MONEY printed out of thin air. Not a day goes by when
some previous liability rears its ugly head demanding payment or a government GUARANTEE for new
BORROWING, which requires new MONEY PRINTING OUT OF THIN AIR of inconceivable sums.
Most public servants and Keynesian economists EXPECT a recovery to unfold. Don’t hold your breath,
as NOWHERE are policies being implemented to FOSTER a recovery: INCOME and ECONOMIC
growth.
Of course, the Federal Reserve is a
holding of that same banking family. A
MONOPOLY on MONEY, run not for
BENEFIT OF THE COUNTRY but for
the benefit of the BIG BANKS! Keep in
mind that Central Banks PRINT money to
buy each other’s bonds; a liability of one
bank is an asset to another. This is the
greatest check / cheque kiting scheme in
history, run by the developed-world
governments and banksters, with the
public as PATSIES.
US Treasury
auctions will NEVER fail as foreign
central banks will ALWAYS print the
money to prevent a failure and the collapse
in the value of their reserves.
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FAMILY CONTROL:
Those who control the money maybe structured along these lines:
Top tier:

Long term

Referred to as the Top Group and consisting of about 15 families.
Middle tier:

Medium term

Mainly European and referred to as the European group 25 to 30 families.
Lower tier:

Short term

120 – 140 families from North America and Europe – publicly known as the Bilderberg Club:
http://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bilderberg_Group

The Bilderberg Group, Bilderberg conference, or Bilderberg Club is an annual private conference
of approximately 120 to 140 invited guests from North America and Europe, most of whom are people
of influence. About one-third are from government and politics, and two-thirds from finance, industry,
labour, education and communications.
Meeting in progress now: 2013 (8–9 June) at the Grove Hotel, Watford, United Kingdom

“The True Story of the Bilderberg Group”
and
What They May Be Planning Now
http://www.globalresearch.ca/the-true-story-of-the-bilderberg-group-and-what-they-may-be-planning-now/13808
Global Research, May 15, 2013
Global Research 1 June 2009

For over 14 years, Daniel Estulin has investigated and researched the Bilderberg Group’s farreaching influence on business and finance, global politics, war and peace, and control of the
world’s resources and its money.
His book, “The True Story of the Bilderberg Group,” was published in 2005 and is now updated in a
new 2009 edition. He states that in 1954, “the most powerful men in the world met for the first time”
in Oosterbeek, Netherlands, “debated the future of the world,” and decided to meet annually in
secret. They called themselves the Bilderberg Group with a membership representing a who’s who
of world power elites, mostly from America, Canada, and Western Europe with familiar names like
David Rockefeller, Henry Kissinger, Bill Clinton, Gordon Brown, Angela Merkel, Alan Greenspan,
Ben Bernanke, Larry Summers, Tim Geithner, Lloyd Blankfein, George Soros, Donald Rumsfeld,
Rupert Murdoch, other heads of state, influential senators, congressmen and parliamentarians,
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Pentagon and NATO brass, members of European royalty, selected media figures, and invited
others – some quietly by some accounts like Barack Obama and many of his top officials.
Always well represented are top figures from the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR), IMF, World
Bank, Trilateral Commission, EU, and powerful central bankers from the Federal Reserve, the
ECB’s Jean-Claude Trichet, and Bank of England’s Mervyn King.
For over half a century, no agenda or discussion topics became public nor is any press coverage
allowed. The few invited fourth estate attendees and their bosses are sworn to secrecy.
Nonetheless, Estulin undertook “an investigative journey” that became his life’s work. He states:
“Slowly, one by one, I have penetrated the layers of secrecy surrounding the Bilderberg Group, but
I could not have done this withot help of ‘conscientious objectors’ from inside, as well as outside,
the Group’s membership.” As a result, he keeps their names confidential.
Whatever its early mission, the Group is now “a shadow world government….threaten(ing) to take
away our right to direct our own destinies (by creating) a disturbing reality” very much harming the
public’s welfare. In short, Bilderbergers want to supplant individual nation-state sovereignty with an
all-powerful global government, corporate controlled, and check-mated by militarized enforcement.
“Imagine a private club where presidents, prime ministers, international bankers and generals rub
shoulders, where gracious royal chaperones ensure everyone gets along, and where the people
running the wars, markets, and Europe (and America) say what they never dare say in public.”
Early in its history, Bilderbergers decided “to create an ‘Aristocracy of purpose’ between Europe
and the United States (to reach consensus to rule the world on matters of) policy, economics, and
(overall) strategy.” NATO was essential for their plans – to ensure “perpetual war (and) nuclear
blackmail” to be used as necessary. Then proceed to loot the planet, achieve fabulous wealth and
power, and crush all challengers to keep it.
Along with military dominance, controlling the world’s money is crucial for with it comes absolute
control as the powerful 19th century Rothschild family understood. As the patriarch Amschel
Rothschild once said: “Give me control of a nation’s money and I care not who makes its laws.”
Bilderbergers comprise the world’s most exclusive club. No one buys their way in. Only the
Group’s Steering Committee decides whom to invite, and in all cases participants are adherents to
One World Order governance run by top power elites.
According to Steering Committee rules:
“the invited guests must come alone; no wives, girlfriends, husbands or boyfriends. Personal
assistants (meaning security, bodyguards, CIA or other secret service protectors) cannot attend
the conference and must eat in a separate hall. (Also) The guests are explicitly forbidden from
giving interviews to journalists” or divulge anything that goes on in meetings.
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Host governments provide overall security to keep away outsiders. One-third of attendees are
political figures. The others are from industry, finance, academia, labor and communications.
Meeting procedure is by Chatham House Rules letting attendees freely express their views in a
relaxed atmosphere knowing nothing said will be quoted or revealed to the public. Meetings “are
always frank, but do not always conclude with consensus.”
Membership consists of annual attendees (around 80 of the world’s most powerful) and others only
invited occasionally because of their knowledge or involvement in relevant topics. Those most
valued are asked back, and some first-timers are chosen for their possible later usefulness.
Arkansas governor Bill Clinton, for example, who attended in 1991. “There, David Rockefeller told
(him) why the North American Free Trade Agreement….was a Bilderberg priority and that the
group needed him to support it. The next year, Clinton was elected president,” and on January 1,
1994 NAFTA took effect. Numerous other examples are similar, including who gets chosen for
powerful government, military and other key positions.
Bilderberg Objectives
The Group’s grand design is for “a One World Government (World Company) with a single, global
marketplace, policed by one world army, and financially regulated by one ‘World (Central) Bank’
using one global currency.” Their “wish list” includes:
– “one international identify (observing) one set of universal values;”
– centralized control of world populations by “mind control;” in other words, controlling world public
opinion;
– a New World Order with no middle class, only “rulers and servants (serfs),” and, of course, no
democracy;
– “a zero-growth society” without prosperity or progress, only greater wealth and power for the
rulers;
– manufactured crises and perpetual wars;
– absolute control of education to program the public mind and train those chosen for various roles;
– “centralized control of all foreign and domestic policies;” one size fits all globally;
– using the UN as a de facto world government imposing a UN tax on “world citizens;”
– expanding NAFTA and WTO globally;
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– making NATO a world military;
– imposing a universal legal system; and
– a global “welfare state where obedient slaves will be rewarded and non-conformists targeted for
extermination.”
Secret Bilderberg Partners
In the US, the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) is dominant. One of its 1921 founders, Edward
Mandell House, was Woodrow Wilson’s chief advisor and rumored at the time to be the nation’s
real power from 1913 – 1921. On his watch, the Federal Reserve Act passed in December 1913
giving money creation power to bankers, and the 16th Amendment was ratified in February
creating the federal income tax to provide a revenue stream to pay for government debt service.
From its beginnings, CFR was committed to “a one-world government based on a centralized
global financing system….” Today, CFR has thousands of influential members (including important
ones in the corporate media) but keeps a low public profile, especially regarding its real agenda.
Historian Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. called it a “front organization (for) the heart of the American
Establishment.” It meets privately and only publishes what it wishes the public to know. Its
members are only Americans.
The Trilateral Commission (discussed below) is a similar group that “brings together global power
brokers.” Founded by David Rockefeller, he’s also a leading Bilderberger and CFR Chairman
Emeritus, organizations he continues to finance and support.
Their past and current members reflect their power:
– nearly all presidential candidates of both parties;
– leading senators and congressmen;
– key members of the fourth estate and their bosses; and
– top officials of the FBI, CIA, NSA, defense establishment, and other leading government
agencies, including state, commerce, the judiciary and treasury.
For its part, “CFR has served as a virtual employment agency for the federal government under
both Democrats and Republicans.” Whoever occupies the White House, “CFR’s power and
agenda” have been unchanged since its 1921 founding.
It advocates a global superstate with America and other nations sacrificing their sovereignty to a
central power. CFR founder Paul Warburg was a member of Roosevelt’s “brain trust.” In 1950, his
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son, James, told the Senate Foreign Relations Committee: “We shall have world government
whether or not you like it – by conquest or consent.”
Later at the 1992 Bilderberg Group meeting, Henry Kissinger said:
“Today, Americans would be outraged if UN troops entered Los Angeles to restore order;
tomorrow, they will be grateful. This is especially true if they were told there was an outside threat
from beyond, whether real or promulgated, that threatened our very existence. It is then that all
people of the world will plead with world leaders to deliver them from this evil….individual rights will
be willingly relinquished for the guarantee of their well-being granted to them by their world
government.”
CFR planned a New World Order before 1942, and the “UN began with a group of CFR members
called the Informal Agenda Group.” They drafted the original UN proposal, presented it to Franklin
Roosevelt who announced it publicly the next day. At its 1945 founding, CFR members comprised
over 40 of the US delegates.
According to Professor G. William Domhoff, author of Who Rules America, the CFR operates in
“small groups of about twenty-five, who bring together leaders from the six conspirator categories
(industrialists, financiers, ideologues, military, professional specialists – lawyers, medical doctors,
etc. – and organized labor) for detailed discussions of specific topics in the area of foreign affairs.”
Domhoff added:
“The Council on Foreign Relations, while not financed by government, works so closely with it that
it is difficult to distinguish Council action stimulated by government from autonomous actions. (Its)
most important sources of income are leading corporations and major foundations.” The
Rockefeller, Carnegie, and Ford Foundations to name three, and they’re directed by key corporate
officials.
Dominant Media Partners
Former CBS News president Richard Salant (1961 – 64 and 1966 – 79) explained the major
media’s role: “Our job is to give people not what they want, but what we decide they ought to
have.”
CBS and other media giants control everything we see, hear and read – through television, radio,
newspapers, magazines, books, films, and large portions of the Internet. Their top officials and
some journalists attend Bilderberg meetings – on condition they report nothing.
The Rockefeller family wields enormous power, even though its reigning patriarch, David, will be
94 on June 12 and surely near the end of his dominance. However, for years “the Rockefellers (led
by David) gained great influence over the media. (With it) the family gained sway over public
opinion. With the pulse of public opinion, they gained deep influence in politics. And with this
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politics of subtle corruption, they are taking control of the nation” and now aim for total world
domination.
The Bilderberger-Rockefeller scheme is to make their views “so appealing (by camouflaging them)
that they become public policy (and can) pressure world leaders into submitting to the ‘needs of the
Masters of the Universe.’ ” The “free world press” is their instrument to disseminate “agreed-upon
propaganda.”
CFR Cabinet Control
“The National Security Act of 1947 established the office of Secretary of Defense.” Since then, 14
DOD secretaries have been CFR members.
Since 1940, every Secretary of State, except James Byrnes, has been a CFR member and/or
Trilateral Commission (TC) one.
For the past 80 years, “Virtually every key US National Security and Foreign Policy Advisor has
been a CFR member.
Nearly all top generals and admirals have been CFR members.
Many presidential candidates were/are CFR members, including Herbert Hoover, Adlai Stevenson,
Dwight Eisenhower, John Kennedy, Richard Nixon, Gerald Ford, Jimmy Carter (also a charter TC
member), George HW Bush, Bill Clinton, John Kerry, and John McCain.
Numerous CIA directors were/are CFR members, including Richard Helmes, James Schlesinger,
William Casey, William Webster, Robert Gates, James Woolsey, John Deutsch, George Tenet,
Porter Goss, Michael Hayden, and Leon Panetta.
Many Treasury Secretaries were/are CFR members, including Douglas Dillon, George Schultz,
William Simon, James Baker, Nicholas Brady, Lloyd Bentsen, Robert Rubin, Henry Paulson, and
Tim Geithner.
When presidents nominate Supreme Court candidates, the CFR’s “Special Group, Secret Team” or
advisors vet them for acceptability. Presidents, in fact, are told who to appoint, including designees
to the High Court and most lower ones.
Programming the Public Mind
According to sociologist Hadley Cantril in his 1967 book, The Human Dimension – Experiences in
Policy Research:
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Government “Psycho-political operations are propaganda campaigns designed to create perpetual
tension and to manipulate different groups of people to accept the particular climate of opinion the
CFR seeks to achieve in the world.”
Canadian writer Ken Adachi (1929 – 1989) added:
“What most Americans believe to be ‘Public Opinion’ is in reality carefully crafted and scripted
propaganda designed to elicit a desired behavioral response from the public.”
And noted Australian academic and activist Alex Carey (1922 – 1988) explained the three most
important 20th century developments – “The growth of democracy, the growth of corporate power,
and the growth of corporate propaganda as a means of protecting corporate power against
democracy.”
Web of Control
Numerous think tanks, foundations, the major media, and other key organizations are staffed with
CFR members. Most of its life-members also belong to the TC and Bilderberg Group, operate
secretly, and wield enormous power over US and world affairs.
The Rockefeller-Founded Trilateral Commission (TC)
On page 405 of his Memoirs, David Rockfeller wrote:
“Some even believe we are part of a secret cabal working against the best interests of the United
States characterizing my family and me as ‘internationalists’ and conspiring with others around the
world to build a more integrated global political and economic structure – one world, if you will. If
that’s the charge, I stand guilty, and I am proud of it.”
In alliance with Bilderbergers, the TC also “plays a vital role in the New World Order’s scheme to
use wealth, concentrated in the hands of the few, to exert world control.” TC members share
common views and all relate to total unchallengeable global dominance.
Founded in 1973 and headquartered in Washington, its powerful US, EU and East Asian members
seek its operative founding goal – a “New International Economic Order,” now simply a “New World
Order” run by global elites from these three parts of the world with lesser members admitted from
other countries.
According to TC’s web site, “each regional group has a chairman and deputy chairman, who all
together constitute the leadership of the Committee. The Executive Committee draws together a
further 36 individuals from the wider membership,” proportionately representing the US, EU, and
East Asia in its early years, now enlarged to be broadly global.
Committee members meet several times annually to discuss and coordinate their work. The
Executive Committee chooses members, and at any time around 350 belong for a three-year
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renewable period. Everyone is a consummate insider with expertise in business, finance, politics,
the military, or the media, including past presidents, secretaries of state, international bankers,
think tank and foundation executives, university presidents and selected academics, and former
senators and congressmen, among others.
Although its annual reports are available for purchase, its inner workings, current goals, and
operations are secret – with good reason. Its objectives harm the public so mustn’t be revealed.
Trilaterals over Washington author Antony Sutton wrote:
“this group of private citizens is precisely organised in a manner that ensures its collective views
have significant impact on public policy.”
In her book, Trilateralism: The Trilateral Commission and Elite Planning for World Management,
Holly Sklar wrote:
Powerful figures in America, Europe, and East Asia let “the rich….safeguard the interests of
Western capitalism in an explosive world – probably by discouraging protectionism, nationalism, or
any response that would pit the elites of one against the elites of another,” in their common quest
for global dominance.
Trilateralist Zbigniew Brzezinski (TC’s co-founder) wrote in his Between Two Ages – America’s
Role in the Technotronic Era:
“people, governments and economies of all nations must serve the needs of multinational banks
and corporations. (The Constitution is) inadequate….the old framework of international politics,
with their sphere of influence….the fiction of sovereignty….is clearly no longer compatible with
reality….”
TC today is now global with members from countries as diverse as Argentina, Ukraine, Israel,
Jordan, Brazil, Turkey, China and Russia. In his Trilaterals Over America, Antony Sutton believes
that TC’s aim is to collaborate with Bilderbergers and CFR in “establishing public policy objectives
to be implemented by governments worldwide.” He added that “Trilateralists have rejected the US
Constitution and the democratic political process.” In fact, TC was established to counter a “crisis
in democracy” – too much of it that had to be contained.
An official TC report was fearful about “the increased popular participation in and control over
established social, political, and economic institutions and especially a reaction against the
concentration of power of Congress and of state and local government.”
To address this, media control was essential to exert “restraint on what newspapers may publish
(and TV and radio broadcast).” Then according to Richard Gardner in the July 1974 issue of
Foreign Affairs (a CFR publication):
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CFR’s leadership must make “an end run around national sovereignty, eroding it piece by piece,”
until the very notion disappears from public discourse.
Bilderberg/CFR/Trilateralist success depends on finding “a way to get us to surrender our liberties
in the name of some common threat or crisis. The foundations, educational institutions, and
research think tanks supported by (these organizations) oblige by financing so-called ‘studies’
which are then used to justify their every excess. The excuses vary, but the target is always
individual liberty. Our liberty” and much more.
Bilderbergers, Trilateralists and CFR members want “an all-encompassing monopoly” – over
government, money, industry, and property that’s “self-perpetuating and eternal.” In Confessions of
a Monopolist (1906), Frederick C. Howe explained its workings in practice:
“The rules of big business: Get a monopoly; let Society work for you. So long as we see all
international revolutionaries and all international capitalists as implacable enemies of one another,
then we miss a crucial point….a partnership between international monopoly capitalism and
international revolutionary socialism is for their mutual benefit.”
In the Rockefeller File, Gary Allen wrote:
“By the late nineteenth century, the inner sanctums of Wall Street understood that the most
efficient way to gain a monopoly was to say it was for the ‘public good’ and ‘public interest.’ “
David Rockefeller learned the same thing from his father, John D., Jr. who learned it from his
father, John D. Sr. They hated competition and relentlessly strove to eliminate it – for David on a
global scale through a New World Order.
In the 1970s and 1980s, Trilateralists and CFR members collaborated on the latter’s “1980
Project,” the largest ever CFR initiative to steer world events “toward a particular desirable future
outcome (involving) the utter disintegration of the economy.” Why so is the question?
Because by the 1950s and 1960s, worldwide industrial growth meant more competition. It was also
a model to be followed, and “had to be strangled in the cradle” or at least greatly contained. In
America as well beginning in the 1980s. The result has been a transfer of wealth from the poor to
the rich, shrinkage of the middle class, and plan for its eventual demise.
The North American Union (NAU)
The idea emerged during the Reagan administration in the early 1980s. David Rockefeller, George
Schultz and Paul Volker told the president that Canada and America could be politically and
economically merged over the next 15 years except for one problem – French-speaking Quebec.
Their solution – elect a Bilderberg-friendly prime minister, separate Quebec from the other
provinces, then make Canada America’s 51st state. It almost worked, but not quite when a 1995
secession referendum was defeated – 50.56% to 49.44%, but not the idea of merger.
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At a March 23, 2005 Waco, Texas meeting, attended by George Bush, Mexico’s Vincente Fox, and
Canada’s Paul Martin, the Security and and Prosperity Partnership (SPP) was launched, also
known as the North American Union (NAU). It was a secretive Independent Task Force of North
America agreement – a group organized by the Canadian Council of Chief Executives (CCCE), the
Mexican Council on Foreign Relations, and CFR with the following aims:
– circumventing the legislatures of three countries and their constitutions;
– suppressing public knowledge or consideration; and
– proposing greater US, Canadian and Mexican economic, political, social, and security integration
with secretive working groups formed to devise non-debatable, not voted on agreements to be
binding and unchangeable.
In short – a corporate coup d’etat against the sovereignty of three nations enforced by hard line
militarization to suppress opposition.
If enacted, it will create a borderless North America, corporate controlled, without barriers to trade
or capital flows for business giants, mainly US ones and much more – America’s access to vital
resources, especially oil and Canada’s fresh water.
Secretly, over 300 SPP initiatives were crafted to harmonize the continent’s policies on energy,
food, drugs, security, immigration, manufacturing, the environment, and public health along with
militarizing three nations for enforcement.
SPP represents another step toward the Bilderberg / Trilateralist / CFR goal for World Government,
taking it one step at a time. A “United Europe” was another, the result of various treaties and
economic agreements:
– the December 1951 six-nation European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC);
– the March 1957 six-nation Treaty of Rome establishing the European Economic Community
(EEC);
also the European Atomic Energy Commission (EAEC) by a second Treaty of Rome;
– the October 1957 European Court of Justice to settle regional trade disputes;
– the May 1960 seven-nation European Free Trade Association (EFTA);
– the July 1967 European Economic Community (EEC) merging the ECSC, EAEC and EEC
together in one organization;
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– the 1968 European Customs Union to abolish duties and establish uniform imports taxing among
EEC nations;
– the 1978 European Currency Unit (ECU);
– the February 1986 Single European Act revision of the 1957 Treaty of Rome; it established the
objective of forming a Common Market by December 31, 1992;
– the February 1992 Maastricht Treaty creating the EU on November 1, 1993; and
– the name euro was adopted in December 1995; it was introduced in January 1999 replacing the
European Currency Unit (ECU); euros began circulating on January 2002; they’re now the official
currency of 16 of the 27 EU states.
Over half a century, the above steps cost EU members their sovereignty “as some 70 to 80 per
cent of the laws passed in Europe involve just rubber stamping of regulations already written by
nameless bureaucrats in ‘working groups’ in Brussels or Luxembourg.”
The EU and NAU share common features:
– advocacy from a influential spokesperson;
– an economic and later political union;
– hard line security, and for Europe, ending wars on the continent between EU member states;
– establishment of a collective consciousness in place of nationalism;
– the blurring of borders and creation of a “supra-government,” a superstate;
– secretive arrangements to mask real objectives; and
– the creation of a common currency and eventual global one.
Steps Toward a North American Union
– the October 4, 1988 Free Trade Agreement (FTA) between the US and Canada, finalized the
previous year;
– at the 1991 Bilderberg meeting, David Rockefeller got governor Bill Clinton’s support for NAFTA
if he became president;
– on January 1, 1994, with no debate under “fast-track” rules, Congress approved WTO legislation;
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– in December 1994 at the first Summit of the Americas, 34 Hemispheric leaders committed their
nations to a Free Trade of the Americas agreement (FTAA) by 2005 – so far unachieved;
– on July 4, 2000, Mexican president Vincente Fox called for a North American common market in
20 years;
– on February 2001, the White House published a joint statement from George Bush and Vincente
Fox called the “Guanajuato Proposal;” it was for a US-Canada-Mexico prosperity partnership (aka
North American Union);
– in September 2001, Bush and Fox agreed to a “Partnership for Prosperity Initiative;”
– the September 11, 2001 attack gave cover to including “security” as part of a future partnership;
– on October 7, 2001, a CFA meeting highlighted “The Future of North American Integration in the
Wake of Terrorist Attacks; for the first time, “security” became part of a future “partnership for
prosperity;” also, Canada was to be included in a “North American” agreement;
– in 2002, the North American Forum on Integration (NAFI) was established in Montreal “to
address the issues raised by North American integration as well as identify new ideas and
strategies to reinforce the North American region;”
– in January 2003, the Canadian Council of Chief Executives (CCCE – composed of 150 top
CEOs) launched the “North American Security and Prosperity Initiative” calling for continental
integration;
– in April 2004, Canadian prime minister Paul Martin announced the nation’s first ever national
security policy called Securing an Open Society;
– on October 15, 2004, CFR established an Independent Task Force on the Future of North
America – for a future continental union;
– in March 2005, a CFR report titled Creating a North American Community called for continental
integration by 2010 “to enhance, prosperity, and opportunity for all North Americans;” and
– on March 23, 2005 in Waco, Texas, America, Canada and Mexico leaders launched the Security
and Prosperity Partnership (SPP) – aka North American Union (NAU).
Secretive negotiations continue. Legislative debate is excluded, and public inclusion and debate
are off the table. In May 2005, the CFR Independent Task Force on the Future of North America
published a follow-up report titled Building a North American Community – proposing a borderless
three-nation union by 2010.
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In June and July 2005, the Dominican Republic – Central America Free Trade Agreement (DRCAFTA) passed the Senate and House establishing corporate-approved trade rules to further
impoverish the region and move a step closer to continental integration.
In March 2006, the North American Competitiveness Council (NACC) was created at the second
SPP summit in Cancun, Mexico. Composed of 30 top North American CEOs, it serves as an
official trilateral SPP working group.
Secret business and government meetings continue so there’s no way to confirm SPP’s current
status or if Barack Obama is seamlessly continuing George Bush’s agenda. In an earlier article,
this writer said:
SPP efforts paused during the Bush to Obama transition, but “deep integration” plans remain.
Canada’s Fraser Institute proposed renaming the initiative the North American Standards and
Regulatory Area (NASRA) to disguise its real purpose. It said the “SPP brand” is tarnished so rebranding is essential – to fool the public until it’s too late to matter.
Bilderbergers, Trilaterists, and CFR leaders back it as another step toward global integration and
won’t “stop until the entire world is unified under the auspices and the political umbrella of a One
World Company, a nightmarish borderless world run by the world’s most powerful clique” –
comprised of key elitist members of these dominant organizations.
In April 2007, the Transatlantic Economic Council was established between America and the EU
to:
– create an “official international governmental body – by executive fiat;
– harmonize economic and regulatory objectives;
– move toward a Transatlantic Common Market; and
– a step closer to One World Government run by the world’s most powerful corporate interests.
Insights into the 2009 Bilderberg Group Meeting
From May 14 – 17, Bilderbergers held their annual meeting in Vouliagmeni, Greece, and according
to Daniel Estulin have dire plans for global economies.
According to his pre-meeting sources, they’re divided on two alternatives:
“Either a prolonged, agonizing depression that dooms the world to decades of stagnation, decline
and poverty (or) an intense but shorter depression that paves the way for a new sustainable world
order, with less sovereignty but more efficiency.”
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Other agenda items included:
– “the future of the US dollar and US economy;”
– continued deception about green shoots signaling an end to recession and improving economy
later in the year;
– suppressing the fact that bank stress tests were a sham and were designed for deception, not an
accurate assessment of major banks’ health;
– projecting headlined US unemployment to hit 14% by year end – way above current forecasts
and meaning the true number will be double, at minimum, with all uncounted categories included;
and
– a final push to get the Lisbon Treaty passed for pan-European (EU) adoption of neoliberal rules,
including greater privatizations, fewer worker rights and social benefits, open border trade favoring
developed over emerging states, and greater militarization to suppress civil liberties and human
rights.
After the meeting, Estulin got a 73-page report on what was discussed. He noted that “One of
Bilderberg’s primary concerns….is the danger that their zeal to reshape the world by engineering
chaos (toward) their long term agenda could cause the situation to spiral out of control and
eventually lead to a scenario where Bilderberg and the global elite in general are overwhelmed by
events and end up losing their control over the planet.”
Estulin also noted some considerable disagreement between “hardliners” wanting a “dramatic
decline and a severe, short-term depression (versus others) who think that things have gone too
far” so that “the fallout from the global economic cataclysm” can’t be known, may be greater than
anticipated, and may harm Bilderberger interests. Also, “some European bankers (expressed great
alarm over their own fate and called the current) high wire act ‘unsustainable.’ ”
There was a combination of agreement and fear that the situation remains dire and the worst of the
crisis lies ahead, mainly because of America’s extreme debt level that must be resolved to produce
a healthy, sustainable recovery.
Topics also included:
– establishing a Global Treasury Department and Global Central Bank, possibly partnered with or
as part of the IMF;
– a global currency;
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– destruction of the dollar through what longtime market analyst Bob Chapman calls “a stealth
default on (US) debt by continuing to issue massive amounts of money and credit and in the
process devaluing the dollar,” a process he calls “fraud;”
– a global legal system;
– exploiting the Swine Flu scare to create a WHO global department of health; and
– the overall goal of a global government and the end of national sovereignty.
In the past, Estulin’s sources proved accurate. Earlier, he predicted the housing crash and 2007 –
2008 financial market decline, preceded by the kind of financial crisis triggered by the Lehman
Brothers collapse. Watch for further updates from him as new information leaks out on what the
world’s power elites have planned going forward.
Estulin will be the featured guest on The Global Research News Hour Tuesday, June 2. He can be
heard live or afterwards through the program archive.
Stephen Lendman is a Research Associate of the Centre of Research for Globalization. He lives
in Chicago and can be reached at lendmanstephen@sbcglobal.net.
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SPIRITUAL UNIVERSE CAMPS
NATURAL
LOVE camp

CELESTIAL
DIVINE LOVE camp

Celestial Spirits, since 22 March 2017,
now control all spirit communications.
MALEVOLENT
SPIRITS camp

Malevolent spirits have no
power even though they
used to try to influence us.

religious group
}
political group
}
power control
}
economic system group
}
these spirits used to control the governments
on Earth – they are now blocked
very low energy individuals – interacting with
individuals.

Most of us are surrounded
by large numbers of spirits.
Truth sets us free.
Truth is always loving.
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Your
creations:

You

Your creations: are they
your personality, attributes,
energy?
Your desire is in them, a
part of you is in every one of
your creations.
Your pets reflet your
emotions – your pets do not
feel your love at an
emotional level but they
respond to your love or lack
of love.

When we judge ourselves we are carrying on the abuse handed to us by our parents.

The world’s monetary system:
Why should I get angry?
What am I afraid of?

http://www.1888pressrelease.com/image
spr/imgs/145182/money_making_syste
m_1962.jpg
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1st sphere
spirits
influence
on us.

SOUL CONDITION

Law of
Attraction

Free will.
Law of Attraction (LoA) works 24 / 7.
Everything about LoA is accurate.
The soul attracts accidents in line with your LoA.
In the spirit world, all people of a certain condition of love reside in the
same location. They are attracted to the same location as it creates
harmony even if they are all murderers – relative harmony.
Your LoA causes your joys to be increased – both for loving and
unloving acts.
Thoughts are LoA – consider them.

The addiction of needing to be heard, avoids the fear of feeling your grief.
If you can give up the addiction, then
Price you pay
straight away all of these spirits have no
Physical
way to connect to you, straight away
Your
illness
your body, in certain areas, will start
fear
Lack of
repairing itself, and you will feel better.
abundance
Straight away you will be able to cope
grief
$
with emotion better because you do not
have a heap of spirits in fear saying
31 May 10
‘don’t you do this, don’t …’ They are
not in their own fear a lot of times, what
You are willing to pay a $million so that you do
not have to feel your fear of that amount of grief. they are trying to do is to create fear in
you so they can stay attached.
You are willing to pay this price to avoid one
emotion! Due to your addictions.
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How to Attract Money:
http://www.opentoprosperity.com/how-to-attract-money.html
How to Attract Money with the Law of Attraction

Note: Money is neutral, it is not
unloving in itself.

Once you understand how the Law of Attraction works, using
it to attract money and other forms of abundance is really
easy to do or it SEEMS like it should be easy. Success is
relative to your Soul Condition. Most of us have emotions
that interfere with one’s manifestation of money.
Just decide what you want, visualize it, say a few
affirmations and watch it drop into your lap.
Whoops, it doesn't always work that way, does it?
How do you attract money and abundance anyway? It's very
much like putting a puzzle together. All of the pieces are
already there, but you need to put them together in a specific
way in order to see the big picture.
If the pieces are out of place, or if you try to jam them in sideways, what happens? Nothing.
It works the same way when people try to attract money using the Law of Attraction – if they're not
putting all the pieces together in the right way – nothing happens – one’s emotions are blockages.
Has this been your experience with the Law of Attraction?



Have you been able to attract SOME money, but not quite enough?
Have you been able to attract substantial amounts but not on a consistent basis?

If so, read on because I'm going to share some insights into why this happens.
By the way, this happens even to people who are well versed in using the Law of Attraction! It's not just
beginners who struggle! No matter how much you KNOW on an intellectual level, you can still get it
wrong when you put it into action.
However, you'll be glad to know that even when you seem to be hopelessly blocked, all that's usually
required is a few easy tweaks in your approach and the blockages dissolve (well, a little more than that!).

Common Mistakes People Make in Attracting Money
Did you know that there are common mistakes that people make when attempting to attract money and
other forms of abundance?
Some of these mistakes are:
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Getting
frustrated
with
their
current
circumstances so they keep focusing on lack.



Constantly "looking" at their current
circumstances to see if anything has changed yet.



Being inconsistent with the techniques and time
they put in to the process.



Giving 90% of their focus to things they DON'T
want, and 10% to things they DO want.



Doubting that they have what it takes to attract
more money.

Unfortunately, most people have no idea they are doing these things – and they ultimately conclude that
the Law of Attraction doesn't work and give up.
Have you done this? Or are you about to give up now?
You'll be glad to know that mastering your ability to attract money and abundance is a simple matter of
learning how to master your own thoughts. Let's go over the basics for attracting money with the Law
of Attraction so you can see how it works:

How Does the Law of Attraction Work?
The Law of Attraction is described as a universal force that responds to your energetic "signal" – a
mixture of your dominant thoughts, emotions, and beliefs. Law of Attraction is one of God’s Laws!
The general concept is:


If most of your thoughts are "positive" (loving) you will get back mostly positive
experiences.



If most of your thoughts are "negative" you will get back mostly negative experiences
(nothing – God cannot help).

Notice above I said "GENERAL" – and that's because you don't have to specifically think about
something in order to attract it – your loving thoughts need to be aligned with events of that frequency
(or events of that "nature").
For example:
Problems, financial obstacles, and turmoil are compatible with a "negative" frequency.
Joy, abundance, love, and happiness are compatible with a more "positive" frequency.
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Here's the basic manifestation process in a nutshell:






Every thought you think is MAGNETIC – and
will attract other corresponding thoughts.
Every thought you think triggers a
corresponding FEELING.
Your feelings emit a "SIGNAL" to the universe.
The universe returns EXPERIENCES that are
aligned with loving signals...
Which triggers more corresponding thoughts
and feelings, and the cycle continues.

Do you see how it would be possible to get "stuck"
repeating the same negative cycles over and over again
for years?
The more you think about the negativity, the more negative you feel, and the more negative you feel, the
more negative experiences the universe will keep sending – which makes you think and feel more
negatively – on and on it goes!

Breaking the Cycle of Lack and Scarcity
In order to start attracting money (and other forms of abundance) into your life, you need to become
more aligned with abundance than lack, which basically means STOP FOCUSING on lack and scarcity
(fear), and START FOCUSING on abundance (love).
Easier said than done, right?
But it doesn't have to be hard if you start with one thought at a time.
 Rather than investing your energy into worrying (unloving to yourself) about how you're going
to pay the bills, you can CHOOSE to believe that the money will come.
 Rather than feeling angry (unloving) that your circumstances are so difficult right now, you can
eagerly look forward to things getting better and better.
Yes, it definitely takes practice to get the hang of this!
That's because your thoughts are magnetic so they will keep attracting like thoughts. For a little while
you will still keep thinking thoughts of lack and struggle simply because that's what you're used to
doing. Thoughts like this will just keep popping back into your mind so it seems like you are not in
control of it.
But if you keep at it, little by little, you will tip the balance and thinking more positive (loving) thoughts
will get easier.
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"Seeing" a Better Reality
Visualization can be really helpful in shifting your thoughts from lack to abundance, and you don't have
to spend a lot of time on it either – just 10 or 15 minutes a day can make a huge difference in attracting
better experiences. Improving one’s soul condition is the most helpful step.
How exactly do you "visualize" more abundance?
Visualization refers to seeing images in your mind, but you
may be surprised to know that when it comes to the Law of
Attraction, you don't necessarily have to "see" anything
to get results.
The only thing that matters is that you FEEL the essence of
what you are visualizing for a loving purpose.
For example, if you were visualizing your dream home,
you would probably imagine what it looked like, how the
rooms were laid out, how the land looked, and so on. But
even if you couldn't form mental pictures of how it looked
– you could still easily FEEL what it would be like to be
there, right?
You would probably feel very peaceful, comfortable,
relaxed, happy, carefree, joyful, and so on.
It works the same if you were to imagine having plenty of
money. What would that FEEL like to you? Would you feel excited? Secure? Happy? Fulfilled?
Free?
When you consistently spend time each day tuning into these feelings, you become receptive to the
means and resources to make these feelings REAL in your physical surroundings.
AFFIRMATIONS also work in a similar way.
As you recite phrases related to having abundance, wealth and prosperity, you begin to feel more
abundant, wealthy and prosperous – which should begin attracting more of that reality to you.
Okay, but here is the problem with all of these techniques:

Sometimes They Don't Seem to WORK!
Have you tried all of these techniques before and only got a few results?


Have you visualized so much that eventually it seemed like a major chore?
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Have you recited loving affirmations for weeks or
months and got nowhere?



Have you focused on abundance with all your
might – and still remained STUCK?

There is a reason why this usually happens, and it's
vitally important that you get this if you want to
successfully attract more money into your life:
There Are TWO Aspects to Attracting Money and
Abundance!
The first part involves actually attracting the money
(drawing it toward yourself) using the techniques we
have covered so far.
That part you probably already knows how to do.
But the reason why those things sometimes appear not to work is because people are forgetting the
second crucial part of the process, which is learning how to be OPEN TO RECEIVE the abundance
they are trying to attract.

Here's How to Tell if You Are Blocking Abundance:


Feelings of frustration that nothing seems to work out the way you planned.



A distinct feeling of being "stuck" or "blocked" from within.



Everything you do seems ten times harder than it should be.



You can't seem to get ahead no matter what you do.



Every goal you set seems to backfire no matter how hard you work.

Consider these to be RED FLAGS that you are blocking your abundance, or you are otherwise resisting
it, even if unintentionally.
That doesn't mean abundance can't come to you at all.
It does usually mean that you are holding yourself back from allowing AS MUCH abundance as you are
capable of attracting.
In other words, the amount of money you have today is far less than the amount you WANT to have.
Those feelings of being stuck, blocked and frustrated are like "smoke signals" from the universe that you
are not allowing yourself to live up to your full potential.
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How to Get Unstuck and Create an Easy Flow of Abundance
The good news is that it doesn't take much to get unstuck and allow money to flow.
When you know how to LOVINGLY OPEN yourself to RECEIVE the money and abundance you
have been asking for, you come fully into your spiritual power and it translates into every area of your
physical life, including financial.

Manifesting With Intentions
Whether you are attempting to win the lottery, manifest money from other sources, or simply improving
your life circumstances in any way – knowing how to use intentions is one of the key skills you need to
develop.
Mastering the use of intentions is not the same as affirming that you want something, or making a list of
dreams and goals.
It is about feeling those emotions that are unloving and blocking your desires, releasing those emotions
that are in error and are unloving and progressing from there. When in a loving state, one’s positive soul
condition is extra-ordinarily powerful, one’s Law of Attraction is awesome.
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NOTES from a CHANNELLING: May 11
It is observed that around 10% of us are ‘sensitive’ to communications with spirit people. The level of
clarity of such communications varies significantly from person to person. We all have this innate
ability which we can develop should we so please. We all have connections with spirit people, all day,
every day.
Some notes from a channelling in May 2011:
‘We hear you talking a lot about God reliance and we can help you with that. Talking to us daily would
be a good idea if you want to make real progress on this. It is true that a closer relationship with God
will assist you greatly in getting deeper into your emotions and shifting causal emotions, if this is your
desire.’
‘And having a closer relationship with God is the best way forward to help you. And your guides are
here to help you.’
‘With regard to the money. Money does have a significance in your life around your association with
money (and things) and the reasons you buy things. In other words as A….. said, all your feelings about
money are ways to avoid your emotions – some of which you have noticed:
Mum and Dad always taking from you what is yours.
Mum and Dad not wanting you to have what you want.
Shopping for lots – because the more you buy, the safer you feel and feel better about yourself. This is
an issue of self worth.
And shopping for others (buying for others) is seeking approval and wanting to make others happy as a
result of your actions – taking them out of their emotions. Can you see how unloving this is?
As A….. said – every time you shop – ask yourself if it is something you need or desire and whether you
feel loved or worthy today. This is a good practice.
You do not allow yourself to really associate with your desires because you believe you “cannot afford
it”. This is the biggest error, as desires can be fulfilled without ever thinking about the money, in fact
this is the only way God can help you fulfil your desires.
As A….. said – DESIRE + PASSION + GOD – and your Law of Attraction will change very quickly.
This is true for your soulmate as his focus is on the money coming and God is not interested in money.
Money is of man and not of God. If your soulmate focused on his desire and passion for PASCAS and
prayed to God about that then his prayers will be answered. Jesus has said “God always answers a
loving request”.
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Your soulmate also has injuries around money – around the woman having control and not feeling in
control of his destiny. So he also does not allow himself to connect with his desires because of his
beliefs about money and his lack of control of it. This has been set up in early childhood with his
mother, as it has for you and most others on the Earth.
When we have these injuries around money (like fear of the woman and the woman’s anger) then spirits
can hook in very easily and stop him (or anyone else) from feeling their emotions. These spirits do not
want any of you to process your emotions about money because this is how they keep you stuck and so
control the world through each individual’s injuries and fears around money.
Most people on Earth have the intent to get into their “comfort” zone around money. This applies
whether they are very poor or very wealthy. It is this comfort zone which the spirits like to maintain
because they know how to maintain control.
Specifically with SI (Solid Investment) – nearly all the focus has been on “payout progress”. God
cannot assist with this as this is not in harmony with love.
You will have gathered from what A….. said about the wealthy families of the world controlling their
empires from the spirit world and these spirits will do everything possible to block payouts from SI
because they don’t want money going to people who want to bring change to the world – anything
which changes their control of the world finances. These armies of spirits want to retain the status quo
because they enjoy very good control of the whole financial system on the planet.’
This channelling calibrates on the Map of Consciousness at around: 375.
These ‘channellings’ are mainly / predominantly reflecting medium’s emotions: YES.
Focusing on love rather than error is the better way to go: YES.

Note: And yes, the SI processing of payouts was further delayed by trumped up charges and arrest of an
administrative bank officer. The unfortunate intervention pushed the time to complete back two weeks.
Once the releases of notices commenced, then the payout process cannot be stopped. However, after
commencement DDoS attack slowed processing. The DDoS attack was then followed with computer
systems hacking, neither intrusions were successful apart from causing slowness in processing.
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The ACCURACY of CHANNELLING is dependent upon SOUL CONDITION
HUMILITY – a strong desire to feel and experience all your feelings. Humility will
determine the type of spirit you will attract. All these points also apply to healers.
MODESTY – is recognising your own limitation.
BELIEF SYSTEMS – most are of the intellect / mind. On the Divine Love path you lose your
desire to know but a preference to experience. All transmissions are depended upon soul
condition for accuracy. Trance channelling is no more accurate than other methods.
GOD’S LOVE – this is the most important to be developed within the medium’s soul to
enable the medium or healer to attract divine truths.
EMOTIONAL CONDITION – mediums are highly judgemental about emotions – this
severely limits what can be transmitted to the medium or healer.

Spirit influence:
Unaware of free will.

Also influence others
to influence you.
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WEATHER EVENTS INTENSIFYING:
The following note was received via an email in May 2011:
“The city of Arlington got hail the size of golf balls yesterday. The previous day, Oklahoma which is
about three hour drive north of us got some tornadoes and six people died. The day before that, Joplin,
Missouri, a small city with about 50,000 people got levelled with an EF-5 resulted in about 130 dead.
About a month ago, some 300 tornadoes touched down in multiple states and 337 people died with about
900 injured.”
We have all observed the devastation of the earthquakes in Christchurch, New Zealand, and in Sendai,
Japan. What is not readily commented upon are the thousands of aftershocks and following earthquakes
in these areas. Cyclone Yasi in Australia was massive, as were the floods of most of eastern Australia.
The potential volcanic activity of southern Italy is on a parallel with Yellowstone in USA and Sumatra
in Indonesia. These could make the Iceland events look insignificant.
These events are intensifying in ferocity and frequency. Yes, they will reach a peak in activity; however
the way through them is going to be rough.
Supply line chains are being fractured with each one of these events. The tsunami in Japan has
disrupted many manufacturing processes. One or two missing parts and complex equipment cannot be
produced.
Insurance claims are being met. However, the compounding impact, extent of claims and frequency, is
and will have its toll on the financial system worldwide. There is no capacity to handle an escalation of
claims. Much of the insurance industry is owned by banks.
The collective impact of these events is threatening the security and sustainability of all areas that are
close to sea level. More than 70 percent of the world's population lives on coastal plains, and 11 of the
world's 15 largest cities are on the coastal estuaries.
So what is being suggested? If you have options as to what you may consider doing within the
immediate future then be cognisant of the increasing severity of events that may or may not eventuate.
Many of us are intuitive or sensitive. Some have been collating data pertaining to guidance as to
potential future events. This information is now being matched against events as they have been
occurring. These observations will be published shortly so that one can consider the probabilities for
one’s self.
In short, as we plan our future after SI (Solid Investment), then let’s enjoy the benefits in a positive way
even though we are surrounded by disrupting events from weather and Earth changing activities. In the
short term, prudence may enable us to ride out these disruptions and subsequently return to, or move to
areas of our long term preference.
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GOD M

F

Celestial Spirits in
spheres 8 – 10th .
Natural Love spirits
from 1 – 6th spheres.
Out of
harmony
with
Divine
Love

All of these add up
to a large amount
of resistance –
barriers and
opposition.

Millions of spirits in
hellish condition foster
anarchy, debt burden –
rulers of the world!
Humanities Soul Condition
is reflected in a murky fog around the
planet.

All connections have to come
through the darkness,
through the mist.

soul
condition

M

F

GOD’s
LOVE
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Please
love me!
Beliefs
Emotions
Desires
Passions
Intentions
Longings
Etc.

ADDICTIONS
I want to
live my
own life!
Holes are in
the field’s
protective
armour due
to emotional
errors.

ANGER

FEAR

GRIEF

CORE EMOTION

Protective barrier
surrounding your
soul and bodies.
The effect emotion – addiction – I feel unloved!
24 Jul 10

27 Sep 08

These addictions become these hooks into the world around you.

DEPRESSED

We hold on to emotions due to:
Addictions
Fear of change

ANGER

TERROR
Fear of others
opinions

FEAR

GRIEF
CORE CAUSAL
EMOTION

These shut down our desire:
Smarten up
Stop being self centred
Stop being indulgent
All self judgement, shuts down access
to core emotions.
Ask yourself – how do I see myself?

Changes to our Law of Attraction
How I see myself?
occur after accessing and
Fear of criticism / attack.
processing core causal emotions.
If I am not feeling the core emotion, I am afraid of it.
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EGO
Castle of Fear
4 Apr 09

Rage – easy to manipulate
from the spirit perspective.

http://www.i-heartgod.com/images/puppet_credit%20card.jpg

Hear See

Smell

24 Jul 10

Taste Touch
Our abilities in the physical form are a subset of
the senses that we have in a spiritual form.

SOUL
Unhealed
Emotions

Spirits have the ability to feel emotions.
Spirits have the ability to see pictures.
We have the ability to do that with every single
being in the universe.
The only thing that limits this ability within
myself, in the physical, is unhealed emotions
within myself.
Progressively, we will connect with spirits
through all of these senses.
18 Oct 09
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http://www.gold-producers.com/MEXICAN_DRUG_LORD.html

This pile of cash before it was counted was estimated
to be approximately 18 Billion US Dollars!
After it was counted it turned out to be a little more
than 22 Billion US Dollars!
Time for it to be shared and gifted, what do you think?
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SPIRIT WORLD STRUCTURE, that is, in the hells of the 1st Sphere:

Spirit people, those who have died and left their physical body, are grouped together with those with
matching soul conditions. That is, those who have enormous greed are grouped with others who have
enormous greed.
A spirit body looks much like the physical body.
One major difference is that emotional injuries or
errors are no longer concealed, the emotional
injuries show through the spirit body for all to see.
Our physical body hides these grotesque injuries.
No amount of make-up can mask the reality of
your emotional errors.
Further, the physical body has five senses; the
spirit body has thirteen senses which include the
five physical senses, however greatly enhanced.
The spirit body can relocate itself anywhere
within seconds. It is drawn to people instantly
who have matching desires. Thus the spirit
person can pursue its ungodly agendas that he or
she may have had here on Earth with an enhanced
vigour and capability.
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Capital punishment releases the spirit body from the physical body so that the spirit person can gather
around him and her those who have preceded into the spirit world, to rally them together, to influence
those here on Earth who have desires to follow in their same pathway. The battle for the soul continues.
It is necessary to resolve their emotional injuries before they transgress into the spirit world.
Thus, the captains of financial wealth continue their accumulation through their influence of those, here
on Earth, who hold a desire to accumulate wealth and not share with those who are in need of support.
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Key Indicators to Watch Now
By Bob Wiedemer (May 2011)
http://w3.newsmax.com/newsletters/fir/issues/may11/fir_may11_90.pdf
Looking at the economy and investing over the next 12 to 24 months, I will be focusing on a few key
areas: inflation, foreign investment in the United States, and economic growth, particularly as it relates
to construction.
Although the broader trends in the economy are clear to me, the exact timing is not. That’s part of the
reason I watch these indicators!
However, here is what I expect will happen in the medium term:
• The U.S. dollar: The greenback will continue to fall. Increasingly, its safe-haven status will be
damaged by the Fed’s continued money printing. However, the stock market could be boosted shortterm, depending on how much the Fed prints.
• Inflation: Prices should start to rise seriously in the next 12 to 24 months. What I mean by inflation is
5% growth or more in the Consumer Price Index (CPI) as it is currently calculated. Once it starts,
inflation will grow fairly rapidly. That will be what ultimately pushes the stock market down and the
dollar way, way down.
• The economy: Until we see inflation that starts to push up interest rates we won’t fall back into
negative growth territory. Yes, we have inflation today. You see it and I see it, but it isn’t strong
enough to push up interest rates.
Until it does, current inflation will slow economic growth but it likely won’t put us into negative growth.
That kind of inflation probably won’t occur until the latter part of the next two years.
• Stocks: As we have seen in the past two years, if the Fed isn’t printing money, the market declines.
Just six weeks after the end of the first round of easing, we had the Flash Crash, followed by the
negative summer of 2010. That only ended when QE2, the second round, was announced in August.
Printed money is Miracle-Gro for the stock market.
Nevertheless, the impact of printed money will diminish in time. Could the market in the coming
months reach its previous peak, 14,164.53 on the Dow on Oct. 9, 2007? Yes, assuming the Fed is
willing to print money quickly enough.
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That’s why I will be watching the Fed so closely. What the stock market can’t do is remain stable.
That’s because stable, steadily rising stocks are a recipe for instability in a printed-money, bubble-driven
economy. It must keep going up, or it will surely go down.
All of the above is the reason I watch inflation, first and foremost. The second area I focus on is foreign
investment in U.S. stocks and bonds. The massive inflow of foreign capital over the past decade has
been a key factor in helping both the stock and bond markets perform much better than they would have
otherwise.
I will be on the lookout for any future reductions in foreign purchases of bonds and stocks which could
ultimately put more pressure on the Fed to buy more bonds with printed money, thus feeding the fires of
inflation.
The third area I will be monitoring closely is construction, because it is an excellent indicator of
fundamental economic growth. If we aren’t building many office buildings, hotels, shopping centres,
schools, hospitals, or factories, we aren’t going to have much economic growth or job creation. I will be
looking at a number of construction indicators, including indicators of housing construction, which will
play a very important role in the economy over the next two years.
In addition to construction, I will be looking at a number of economic activity indicators that help give
me a good reading of the pulse of the economy, including retail sales, jobless claims, and the Michigan
Consumer Expectations Index.
Together, all of these indictors provide me with a good basis for understanding how the economy is
performing and where it is likely heading. To help you better understand how these numbers work and
what they mean to a trained economist, I have broken them down in this look ahead for the coming year
or so.

Adjusted Monetary Base
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Growth in the monetary base is a good measure of fundamental inflationary pressures. When the
economist Milton Friedman said “inflation is always and everywhere a monetary phenomenon” this is
what he meant. Inflationary pressures come fundamentally from increasing the money supply faster
than the growth rate of GDP.
Increases in the money supply are fine and necessary, as long as they are roughly in line with the growth
of GDP. When the money supply grows much faster than GDP, you will get inflation.
Yes, inflation can be limited if the banking system can hold money out of circulation through the
accumulation of excess reserves, but those actions are by their nature temporary and will not stop
inflation once the money supply has increased.
However, they can delay the onset of inflation, perhaps quite substantially.
It is important to remember that inflation is not a result of supply and demand pressures. Supply and
demand changes can affect prices, but that isn’t inflation. Price increases and decreases alone do not
“create” inflation or deflation. Only price changes caused by increases or decreases in the money supply
result in inflation or deflation.
That is why looking at the monetary base is so important. It is the fire in the boiler room of inflation.
Much can be done in the short term to keep the steam from bursting out of the boiler, but eventually it
will burst, and actions taken to hold it back often make it worse once it finally does burst.
The chart indicates very clearly the massive increase in the money supply since the financial crisis. If
the chart were to go back several decades, you would see that this rapid increase is unprecedented in
recent history.
After flattening in mid-2010, the monetary base is rising again going into 2011 due to the second round
of Fed easing (QE2). It will be interesting to see if there is some form of a “QE3.” If so, expect the
monetary base to keep rising and the fire under the inflationary boiler to keep getting bigger.

Consumer Price Index (CPI) Less the Housing Component
I use this as my real-time measure of current U.S. inflation. Not because it is the best indicator of
inflation, but because it is the one that most investors will be looking at and hence, the one that will
affect interest rates.
Inflation’s impact on interest rates is the key problem for the economy. That’s because higher interest
rates negatively affect real estate and stocks.
In a normal economy, inflation is a big concern, but in a bubble economy it’s devastating. Not only are
we dependent upon low credit costs to keep the economy stabilized, but asset prices are too high to be
sustainable once interest rates rise. Ask a real estate agent what he or she thinks would happen to the
housing market if interest rates hit 10%.
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We could handle mortgage rates of 10%, 12%, and even 14% in the early ’80s because housing prices
were much lower. House prices were at pre-bubble levels.
Now that the housing bubble has pushed up prices, we can’t handle high interest rates — home prices
will simply collapse.
So inflation is the key to the future of our economy, and CPI will be the measurement investors will be
looking at as the basis for interest rates.
Again, it’s not the best measure of inflation, but it’s the measure everyone else uses, so that’s why I have
to look at it.
To create a leading indicator for inflation, I take the housing component out of CPI. Housing is more
than 30% of the basket of goods and services that make up the index.
Although housing is a very important part of everyday living, as a factor in the index it will be going
down due to supply and demand pressures.
House prices are falling not due to deflation but on a massive oversupply of homes priced far higher
than people can afford to pay.
Before, when credit was easy and prices were rising, people bought them anyway. But that’s changed.
Massive oversupply will create constant downward pressure on price. Hence supply and demand
pressure on pricing distorts the pressure of inflation from the increasing money supply (as I noted in the
“monetary base” indicator discussion previously).
The same supply and demand pressures don’t exist on the other parts of the CPI, so if you subtract
housing you get a cleaner measure of true inflation. Thus, when I take out the housing component, I get
a forward look on where true monetary inflation is heading.
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British Inflation
Why British inflation? That’s a strange one. But the reason I look at British inflation is because it can
be a leading indicator for U.S. inflation.
It’s not a true leading indicator in that there is no direct connection between British inflation and U.S.
inflation. However, there are important similarities in our economies and in both countries’ recent use
of the printing press to try to solve their financial problems.
Hence, if inflation in Britain starts growing significantly, it’s a sign to me that inflation will start to grow
in the United States as well. It is not highly correlated, of course. I can’t say that if Britain gets
inflation of 7%, we will get inflation of 5%, or that if Britain gets inflation now that within 12 months
we will have inflation, too. What I can say is that if Britain gets inflation, it is much more likely that we
will get inflation. And British inflation does offer me a magnitude and time check.
That means if British inflation is running at between 5% and 10%, then we will likely have inflation of
5% and 10%. If Britain is experiencing inflation now, there is a good chance we will experience
inflation in 12 to 18 months.
I can say in general that, in the past, Britain has tended to be more inflation-prone than has the United
States. This is partly due to the more powerful labour unions in Britain, which can raise wages more
quickly. However, like in the United States, the power of labour unions has diminished considerably in
the last 30 years.
Being more inflationprone, Britain has had
nastier
bouts
of
inflation than we have
had in the United
States.
However, Britain is no
Brazil. Inflation in the
South American giant
has risen into the
thousands of percent at
times. And Britain has
shown it can control its
printing press, just not
as well as the United
States has in the past.
So,
it
makes
a
reasonably good comparison.
Yet I find that Britain cannot control things as well as Japan has recently, and neither can the United
States.
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Europe, in comparison, is much less able to use its printing press, since it is harder to get multi-country
approval for such actions. China is going crazy with money printing, but it has a much different
economy than does the United States.
So, there are few good comparisons to us among the major industrialized countries in Europe or in Asia.
Britain, although not perfect, is a good enough proxy, which is why I use it.
What I am seeing from the chart is that inflation is clearly on the rise since the British began their
money-printing campaign during the 2009 financial crisis. The inflation seemed to have peaked in
2010, but it was going higher in early 2011. It will be important to know if this rise continues.

U.S. Federal Debt-to-Income Ratio
This chart doesn’t change dramatically but it is powerfully important. The more debt the U.S.
government has relative to its income, the more difficulty it will have in paying it off or even paying it
down. If the ratio is rising, it means we are not only having trouble reducing our debt, but we are
actually increasing it.
Lenders would be smart to ask what is the end game? Right now, few people ask that question, but I
think that will change. As this index moves higher and higher, the ratio of debt to income will widen
dramatically. More and more people will come to believe that the end game is higher inflation, and they
will be right.
A good way to test that idea is to ask someone if they would give a business a loan if it had debt of eight
times its revenues (not profits, revenues).
Most people would laugh at the proposition. Now ask them how the government can get people to lend
them money. And most people will answer, “Unlike you and me, the government has a printing press.”
Exactly! People know that is the
basis for our tremendous “credit
line,” so to speak. But it is also the
source of our downfall.
Nobody wants to lend governments
money if they think they are going
to be paid back in currency that is
worth much less. If they remain
willing to lend, they will want a
higher interest rate. But to keep
rates down and help prop up our
stock, housing, and private debt
bubbles, the Fed will have to print
more money. A vicious cycle
begins. Printing money will create
more inflation, in turn causing
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more reluctance among investors to buy bonds. This forces the Fed to print yet more money, and on and
on it goes.
To create this chart (no one publishes anything like this, interestingly enough), I use federal tax income.
For debt, I use total outstanding debt, which is now a little over US$14 trillion.
Congress soon will raise the debt ceiling on that number. I did not include government-backed housing
debt from housing giants Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae or unfunded obligations to Social Security. I just
looked at the unsecured debt on which we have to pay interest every day.
The chart already shows a pretty significant gap in the ratio. The higher the ratio goes, the more nervous
investors will be.
Foreign investors will get even more nervous because the threat of inflation will hurt the dollar. They
risk taking a hit from inflation and from a falling dollar. Not a good investment. They will be forced
into a flight to safety.
Since safety will no longer be found in the dollar, they will seek it in their own currencies.

Foreign Purchases of U.S. Bonds
As I often have said, one of the most important factors propping up the U.S. financial markets has been
the enormous inflow of foreign capital.
This enormous river of funds has gone into stocks, corporate bonds, real estate and, most importantly,
government and “agency” bonds (for example, into Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae). Foreign investors
now own more than $16 trillion in U.S. assets.
Foreign investors are particularly important to the bond market, since the market demands massive
amounts of capital. Foreigners now hold more than half of our publicly held government debt and more
than a fifth of our agency debt.
If foreign investors don’t keep pouring money into our bond markets, we will have real problems. Even
a significant decrease in that inflow — never mind a withdrawal of capital — will have serious effects
on interest rates.
I often have said that this is one of the most important economic indicators since so much of the stability
of our bond markets is dependent on foreign investment, and because so much of the stability of our
financial markets is dependent on the stability of the bond markets.
From the chart we can see that foreign purchases fell dramatically in late 2008 and early 2009. That is
one of the primary reasons the Federal Reserve decided to step in and start its “QE1” campaign of
buying bonds with printed money.
The Fed’s bond purchases stabilized the bond markets. That stabilization calmed foreign investors and,
hence, they started buying bonds again.
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However, by the second half of 2010 foreign purchases of bonds began to slow. Possibly all the
headlines about our massive and rapidly growing debt and the announcement of more money printing
with QE2 were starting to make foreign investors a little queasier about U.S. bonds.
Just recently, with the Libyan and Japanese crises, we saw the dollar fall significantly. That’s unusual
since the dollar normally goes up in a crisis, as it has been viewed in the past as a safe-haven currency.
It is possible that foreign investors are starting to rethink the dollar as a safe haven. If so, we may see
reduced bond purchases this year. It will be very important to follow this indicator over the next two
years.
Any sign of a significant drop in foreign purchases of bonds would indicate that the massive river of
capital flowing into this country is starting to slow significantly.
Without that capital, the Fed will be forced to print more and more money to help fund the massive
government deficit and our other capital needs, fuelling the fires of inflation.
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http://www.futuresbuzz.com/tedbits.pdf
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WOW – MONEY – IT IS A TRICKY BUSINESS!
Who actually owns the debts that governments have accumulated? How did these people accumulate
such massive savings to lend to governments? ALL nations are debtors, banks own little of the debt.
Maybe each of us should go and buy a printing press! Those who own the printing presses own the debt.
Public debt percent gross domestic product world map 2009/10:

http://gmanwrp.blogspot.com/2011/05/top-6-national-external-debts.html
United States of America government owes
USD $14.32 trillion
Japan's public debt hits record 225.8% of it's GDP USD $11.00 trillion
England with an external debt of
USD $8,981,000,000,000
Germany's external debt is
USD $4,713,000,000,000
France is with a debt of
USD $4,698,000,000,000
Netherlands is on this list with a debt of
USD $2,344,296,360,000
India’s GDP stands at USD $2.55 trillion and its national debt is 78% of its GDP
Italy’s debt reached 105.8% of GDP
Greece debt of 142.8% of GDP
USD $50 + trillion in national debts!
Russia, the national debt is $151.3 billion. This is 6.8 percent of the Russian GDP
China’s holdings of U.S. national debt, which currently exceed USD 700 billion in value, making China
the largest creditor nation of the United States.
So, why are the world’s wealthiest countries broke? And how did they get into such debt? What drove
the debt creation? And where does the interest payments made each year go?
Just a small amount of sharing and gifting, poverty would be removed from around the world.
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The real you is your soul.

SOUL

Prayer:

SPIRIT BODY

PHYSICAL BODY

is emotional exchange with God.
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